
AN/APS-149(V) LSRS & APS-154(V) AAS

Status: New Development
System Type: Airborne SAR Radar (Slow-Flying)

Program Briefing
The AN/APS-149(V) Littoral Sur-

veillance Radar System (LSRS) is a
classified and little known surveil-
lance radar that was first seen by the
public in 2007, mounted on US Navy
P-3C Orion maritime patrol aircraft
(MPAs). Its ventral “canoe” antenna,
and reported capabilities, are equiva-
lent to those of Northrop Grumman’s
AN/APY-3 JSTARS radar, and in-
clude a primary targeting capability.
Seven radars had already been deliv-
ered by mid-2007, with 16 modified
Orions reportedly capable of carrying
the radar. Though some AAS-related
contracts have been announced, the
program has never had an unclassified
budget line or documentation. None
of its elements have reportedly been
competed or subjected to a formal
analysis of alternatives process.

In mid-2008, it became known that
the Navy was developing Boeing’s
737-based P-8A Poseidon Multimis-

sion Maritime Aircraft (MMA) with
the “provision” to mount the APS-
149, although the re-designated
AN/APY-10 development of
Raytheon’s P-3C legacy AN/APS-
137(V) radar was still planned and
under contract as the primary mari-
time radar for all P-8As.

In July 2009, Raytheon won a
multi-year contract to develop an ad-
vanced version of the APS-149 for the
P-8A, now designated the AN/APS-
154(V) Advanced Airborne Sensor
(AAS). By early 2011, information on
P-8A AAS development had disap-
peared from view, but in June 2012 it
was announced that AAS Milestone B
had been approved. The total number
of AAS systems to be procured had
not yet been decided by the Navy, and
IOC schedules are classified, but it
was believed IOC would follow field-
ing of the P-8A Increment 2 upgrade
around 2016.

By early 2013, additional AAS
configuration details had been re-
leased. The AAS is a dual-sided
AESA radar with a 40-ft-long antenna
housed in a pod mounted on a trapeze
under the forward fuselage on P-8As
fitted with structural provisions for
the pod.

In May 2015, the Navy reported
the first flight of an AAS-configured
P-8A Poseidon. In early 2016, the US
Navy was still integrating and testing
the first AAS aboard a P-8A, but re-
ports have been scarce since. By mid-
2018, both funding and schedules and
milestones remained classified.

Though perhaps only a “moder-
ate” major program by today’s JSF-
inflated funding standard, the LSRS
and AAS should be worth more than
$500 million annually by early next
decade.
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Functional Description
Configuration

The AN/APS-149(V) Littoral Sur-
veillance Radar System (LSRS) radar
has a ventral “canoe” antenna, and
capabilities reportedly equivalent to
those of Northrop Grumman’s
AN/APY-3 JSTARS radar. It also
provides a targeting capability.

It is presumed the APS-149 pro-
vides a synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
mode with ground moving target
identification (GMTI), like the simi-
larly antennaed ASTOR radar, but it
may also have an inverse synthetic
aperture (ISAR) mode, like the
AN/APS-137(V) in service on P-3Cs
and the AN/APY-10(V) now in devel-
opment for the P-8A MMA.

The next-generation AN/APS-
154(V) Advanced Airborne Sensor
(AAS) is similar to and will build on
LSRS capabilities, and also adds Mast
and Periscope Detection (MPD).

Platforms
The APS-149 is mounted on

BMUP US Navy P-3C Orions.

Costs
Unit cost, as with much about the

LSRS radar, is unknown. Raytheon’s
limited-production ASTOR radar unit
cost may be about $40 million, with
all associated systems. Raytheon’s
current AN/APS-137(V)5 probably
costs only $2.5-3 million. We esti-
mate the APS-149 could have cost
between $20-30 million per system.

The AAS ultimately produced for
the P-8A will be more advanced. We
originally estimated unit cost could
rise to $40 million or more, as costs
would inevitably rise.

By mid-2018, given Teal Group’s
belief that defense electronics costs
for many programs have become
somewhat unhinged from reality, es-
pecially for non-competitive pro-
grams, we now estimate a somewhat
higher unit cost. On the other hand,
the P-8A Poseidon is seeing high-vol-
ume production (nearly 100 already)
based on efficiency in both produc-
tion and cost. And it is also already
selling well internationally, in part
due to its reasonable cost. So, we
don’t see AAS costs going too high,

despite being a fairly unique capabil-
ity that Raytheon could probably
charge twice as much for (“You want
JSTARS capability? Be prepared for
‘cost is no object’…”).

Thus, in mid-2018 we estimate a
$50 million unit cost for the US Navy,
and perhaps $70 million for eventual
international buyers. Still a lot
cheaper than a single JSF….

Program Overview

History

New LSRS Radar Surfaces
The AN/APS-149(V) Littoral Sur-

veillance Radar System (LSRS) has
been seen mounted on US Navy P-3C
aircraft, and a government document
in February 2007 reported it had al-
ready accumulated 2,800 flight hours.
16 Orions with the Block Modifica-
tion Upgrade Program (BMUP) are
reportedly capable of carrying the ra-
dar.

Later information indicated the
LSRS was developed by the former
Texas Instruments unit of Raytheon,
begun in the late 1990s or early 2000s,
and attained early operational capa-
bility in 2005, carried on P-3Cs flown
by patrol squadron VP-46 out of NAS
Whidbey Island, WA.

USAF Jealous of Navy?
In June 2008, an industry official

claimed the USAF had decided to
fund development of a new version of
the MP-RTIP radar for JSTARS in
part because the Navy’s recently re-
vealed APS-149 might be more effec-
t ive than JSTARS’ current
AN/APY-3 radar. “The thinking is:
The Navy’s getting ahead of us on
this”, according to the official.

Canada Seeks Next MPA
In January 2008, following its De-

cember 2007 decision to upgrade 10
of its 18 CP-140 Auroras, Canada be-
gan planning for its next-generation
long-range MPA, to prevent a capa-
bility gap. The most likely choice
would be the Boeing P-8A MMA, to

enter service in 2020 or sooner, with
the acquisition process beginning as
soon as 2009.

MMA APY-10 to Borrow from,
or Become, APS-149?

In mid-2008, it became known that
the Navy is developing Boeing’s 737-
based P-8A Multimission Maritime
Aircraft (MMA) with the “provision”
to mount the APS-149, although the
AN/APY-10 development of
Raytheon’s legacy AN/APS-137 ra-
dar is still planned and under contract.

In July 2008, according to Neal
Rothback, the US Navy’s P-8A dep-
uty integrated product team leader,
MMA APS-149 funding had not been
approved, but the Navy seems to pre-
fer the larger, more capable radar to
the legacy APS-137/APY-10 (devel-
opment of which began in 1979). Ap-
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parently, testing is already underway,
to validate different radar modes for
the MMA, including SAR, inverse
SAR (ISAR), weather, IFF interroga-
tor, navigation, and search.

P-8A Maiden Flight
In April 2009, the T-1 P-8A made

its first flight. Two other test aircraft
had first flights in 2009.

P-8A Plans
The first six operational Poseidons

are to be delivered to the Navy in
2013, with full operational capability
of 12 squadrons, each with 7 aircraft,
planned for 2018.

P-8A AAS Radar Development
Contract

In July 2009, Raytheon won a
multi-year contract to develop the
MMA radar, now called the Ad-
vanced Airborne Sensor (AAS).

Also in mid-2009, the US Navy
approved a new overland mission role
for the P-8A radar, with radar capa-
bilities now to be more of a follow-on
to the Raytheon’s AN/APS-149(V)
Littoral Surveillance Radar System
(LSRS).

Australian Plans
In mid-2009, Australia had plans

to eventually replace its P-3C Orion
fleet with up to seven large UAVs and
eight Boeing P-8 Poseidon manned
MPAs.

P-3s Grounded; Return
In 2009, structural damage was de-

tected on a majority of the US Navy’s
P-3C Orion fleet, leading to the
grounding of 70 of 120 combat-coded
airframes by September 2009.

By November 2010, 33 had been
returned to flying status, though this
is still a critical problem for the Navy.

LSRS in Heavy Use
By 2012, LSRS P-3Cs had been

extensively used both to support com-
bat operations—not only for the
Navy—and for tests and demonstra-
tions, including tracking both land
and maritime moving targets for en-
gagements by stand-off missiles.

P-8A AAS Pod Mods Contract
In February 2012, Boeing was

awarded a $277 million contract to
modify the first P-8A for aerodynamic
and structural tests of the AAS radar
pod, to be carried under the fuselage.
Tests are to be completed by August
2016.

AAS Milestone B
In June 2012, Raytheon’s AAS re-

ceived Milestone B approval for de-
velopment and production planning,
and is proceeding toward critical de-
sign review.

AAS P-8A Fatigue Tests to Aid
Fleet Mix Decisions

In March 2013, it was announced
Boeing would receive a $138 million,
four-year Navy contract to conduct
engineering analysis and additional
fatigue testing on the P-8A Poseidon
to determine the effects on airframe
life of carrying the pod-mounted
AAS. The analysis will identify fa-
tigue-critical areas specific to the
AAS mission and compare them with
those for the basic maritime patrol
mission. The S-2 full-scale fatigue-
test article at Boeing will conduct two
complete AAS mission lifetimes and
a third P-8A mission lifetime, fol-
lowed by a residual-strength test and
a tear-down analysis.

A fundamental goal of the analysis
will be to evaluate different fleet
mixes of AAS surveillance and P-8A
maritime-patrol mission profiles to
identify an optimum mix for future
operations.

AAS First Flight
In May 2015, the Navy reported

the first flight of the Advanced Air-
borne Sensor (AAS)-configured P-
8A Poseidon aircraft.

Current Developments

Testing/Integration of First
AAS Continued in 2016

In early 2016, the US Navy was
still integrating and testing the first
AAS aboard a P-8A, but reports have
been scarce since, and both funding
and schedules and milestones re-
mained classified through mid-2018.

Poseidon Export Status
In February 2018 at the 2018 Sin-

gapore Airshow, Boeing’s Matt Car-
reon stated, “There is a requirement
need out here in the Asian region for
P-8s.” India and Australia have al-
ready bought the P-8 Poseidon (In-
dia’s also have a submarine-searching
magnetic anomaly detector [MAD]

sensor in a tail, similar to Cold War
P-3 Orions, and a Raytheon 360-de-
gree AN/APY-40 radar and MK-54
torpedoes), while other Maritime Pa-
trol Aircraft (MPA) are on offer to
smaller Asia-Pacific nations – Saab’s
Swordfish, the Kawasaki P-1, and
Airbus’ C295 MPA.

South Korea and New Zealand
have also reportedly been approved
by the U.S. State Department to buy
the P-8, and Malaysia, Indonesia, and
Vietnam have been looking for new
MPAs.

Wanna Save a Billion Dollars?
Buy Poseidon for JSTARS Re-
cap…

In April 2018, sources at the US
Navy addressed what might become a
very sore point for the US Air Force
– potential replacement of the much-
hailed JSTARS with the very low-key
P-8A Poseidon and its APS-154 Ad-
vanced Airborne Radar (AAS). In
fact, a version of the AAS (“Ar-
chimedes”) was what Raytheon of-
fered for the JSTARS Recap radar.
But, initially without even a formal
rejection of Archimedes, Northrop’s
AN/APY-7 JSTARS-derived radar
was chosen by the USAF for the Re-
cap program.
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Teal Group Evaluation
APS-149 LSRS

The existence of Raytheon’s
AN/APS-149(V) Littoral Surveil-
lance Radar System (LSRS) came as
a surprise, but it probably shouldn’t
have. Navy P-3C Orions have increas-
ingly been used for overland surveil-
lance, but their Raytheon
AN/APS-137 ISAR is really not the
best radar for this task. Raytheon has
immense experience with cutting
edge AESA SARs, from the ISR AS-
TOR (manned) and MP-RTIP (Global
Hawk), to the Super Hornet’s
AN/APG-79.

The Navy may have bought a full
set of 16 radars for its BMUP Orions
(with production possibly ending in
2009), making the APS-149, sud-
denly, quite a major program. And,
we must congratulate them on their
efficient (if secret) procurement. The
Navy is not known for actually getting
new systems in the field (A-12, P-7,
ASPJ, DD(X), ATIRCM, J-UCAS,
etc), and they seem to have done a
classified end run to provide a very
Air Force-JSTARS-like capability.
Sixteen SAR/GMTI P-3Cs would
provide a huge all-weather ISR capa-
bility. Our hats are off to the Navy.

By 2012, LSRS P-3Cs had been
extensively used both to support com-
bat operations—not only for the
Navy—and for tests and demonstra-
tions, including tracking both land
and maritime moving targets for en-
gagements by stand-off missiles.

Our APS-149 forecasts are highly
speculative – there is still practically
no unclassified documentation on
which to base them. However, the
nineteen JSTARS radars routinely re-
ceived more than $100 million in an-
nual funding for RDT&E and upgrade
and support, after production ended.
Sixteen LSRSs may not be far behind,
especially as the Navy has fewer big
SAR programs – such as MP-RTIP –
across which to amortize expenses
(though Raytheon certainly does).

APS-154 AAS
In mid-2008, it became known that

the Navy was developing Boeing’s
737-based P-8A Poseidon Multimis-
sion Maritime Aircraft (MMA) with
the “provision” to mount the APS-
149, although the re-designated
AN/APY-10 development of
Raytheon’s P-3C legacy AN/APS-
137(V) radar was still planned and
under contract as the primary mari-
time radar for all P-8As.

In July 2009, Raytheon won a
multi-year contract to develop an ad-
vanced version of the APS-149 for the
P-8A, now designated the AN/APS-
154(V) Advanced Airborne Sensor
(AAS). By early 2011, information on
P-8A AAS development had disap-
peared from view, but in June 2012 it
was announced that AAS Milestone B
had been approved. The total number
of AAS systems to be procured had
not yet been decided by the Navy, and
IOC schedules are classified, but it
was believed IOC would follow field-
ing of the P-8A Increment 2 upgrade
around 2016.

By early 2013, additional AAS
configuration details had been re-
leased. The AAS is a dual-sided
AESA radar with a 40-ft-long antenna
housed in a pod mounted on a trapeze
under the forward fuselage on P-8As
fitted with structural provisions for
the pod.

AAS Forecast
Since the P-3C was falling apart

(70 of 120 combat-coded airframes
were grounded in 2009, though 33 had
been returned to flying status by No-
vember 2010), the Navy needed the
P-8A in the air right away, gold-plated
or not, and many future capabilities –
including substantial additional ISR –
were planned for spiral developments.

The AAS radar will not be built for
every P-8A, but the Navy has already
spent big money just to determine
how many to buy. In March 2013, it
was announced Boeing would receive
a $138 million, four-year Navy con-
tract to conduct engineering analysis

and additional fatigue testing on the
P-8A Poseidon to determine the ef-
fects on airframe life of carrying the
pod-mounted AAS. A fundamental
goal of the analysis will be to evaluate
different fleet mixes of AAS surveil-
lance and P-8A maritime-patrol mis-
sion profiles to identify an optimum
mix for future operations.

Our forecast is thus highly specu-
lative, but the Navy will undoubtedly
at least replace the 16 APS-149 ra-
dars, and perhaps buy twice that
many, or more.

On the other hand, with the AAS
still in early development a few years
ago, and less of an urgent classified
program envisioned then the APS-
149 (which was still new and per-
forming well), Teal Group forecast
that the typical delays in most major
development programs would slowly
creep in – in part because the Navy
will want a gold-plated “keeper” radar
for its P-8A, potentially to remain in
service for decades. We doubted a
2016 IOC, and it was not until May
2015 that the first flight of an AAS-
configured P-8A was reported.

In early 2016, the US Navy was
still integrating and testing the first
AAS aboard a P-8A, but reports have
been scarce since. By mid-2018, both
funding and schedules and milestones
remained classified.

Our US Navy forecasts are thus
speculative, but AAS should be a
huge program, with the probability of
several production radars per year in
full-rate production.

We have also added a speculative
Undetermined AAS production fore-
cast – possibly for a few more US
navy systems, but primarily for inter-
national buyers, possibly even NATO
in the future….

Dark Horse for Doubled AAS
Production? Buy Poseidon for
JSTARS Recap…

In April 2018, sources at the US
Navy addressed what might become a
very sore point for the US Air Force –
potential replacement of the much-
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hailed JSTARS with the very low-key
P-8A Poseidon and its APS-154 Ad-
vanced Airborne Radar (AAS). In
fact, a version of the AAS (“Ar-
chimedes”) was what Raytheon of-
fered for the JSTARS Recap radar.
But, initially without even a formal
rejection of Archimedes, Northrop’s
AN/APY-7 JSTARS-derived radar
was chosen by the USAF for the Re-
cap program.

According to Capt. Tony Rossi, the
Navy’s P-8A Program Manager for
Naval Air Systems Command, “If [the
Air Force] were to get out [of the E-8C
JSTARS mission area], could a simi-
lar radar on a P-8 be a possibility?
Potentially.” The biggest sticking
point would likely be that the P-8A
Poseidon is also based on a Boeing
civilian airliner (the 737 versus the
JSTARS’ 707), but for its oversea
MPA mission the Poseidon does not
face the same A2/AD (Anti-Ac-
cess/Area Denial) threat as JSTARS
will for overland operations – this fu-
ture threat is the USAF’s primary rea-
son for seeking to stop JSTARS
Recap entirely and look at different
platforms or solutions to replacing the
JSTARS mission.

On the other hand, the Navy’s P-
3C Orion with the LSRS radar has
been successfully performing the
JSTARS mission – overland
SAR/GMTI with onboard C4I – since
2006. Already, some claim the LSRS
matches JSTARS capabilities. With
the brand-new, just-developed AAS
on the Poseidon, it is even more likely
that capabilities will easily match or
exceed the legacy JSTARS. And, the
USAF has already made clear that it is
only seeking JSTARS-equivalent ca-
pabilities from the Recap radar, and is
mostly looking to reduce expenses
from the ancient Boeing 707 and ag-
ing APY-7. Well, brand new 737s and
a brand new AAS would seem to fit
the bill. Done, developed, and already
in production.

The United Kingdom and others
have already swallowed their pride
and taken the easy way out by buying
Poseidons for MPA, instead of invest-
ing billions of dollars to develop their
own solution (aka, Nimrod replace-
ment…). We forecast they will follow
on with AAS radar purchases in the
future. And the USAF is also trying to
convince the world to buy the off-the-
shelf F-35 JSF and not develop their

own 5th generation fighter. So – what
is the Air Force’s problem with Posei-
don/AAS for JSTARS Recap???

Well, Teal Group believes the Air
Force is simply too parochial to allow
the Navy to take over their overland
JSTARS/airborne ISR/C4I mission.
In fact, some of the continued classi-
fied status for the LSRS and AAS
radar programs could even be to avoid
making it too obvious that the Navy
is just as good (or now, with AAS,
better) at this mission as the Air
Force’s old JSTARS. Since the Navy
has also largely avoided criticizing
(slamming) the terribly late, terribly
expensive F-35 JSF – while at the
same time buying as few as possible
and recently extending their F/A-
18E/F Super Hornet buy for another
several years/hundred aircraft, we
suspect these two bedmates are happy
to revel in their continued taxpayer
funding boom while agreeing to not
criticize each other’s most expensive
and wasteful programs – the Navy
doesn’t criticize aircraft and the Air
Force says nothing about ships. Per-
haps like in any successful marriage.

So we are not forecasting AAS
radars for JSTARS Recap. Even
though that would be an obvious and
economically efficient solution….

Funding Forecast
RDT&E (FY18$ Millions) FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 FY27

All RDT&E
APS-149 22.0 24.0 18.0 12.0 8.0 5.0 2.0 — — —
AAS 76.0 68.0 56.0 46.0 44.0 56.0 64.0 68.0 78.0 70.0
Total RDT&E 98.0 92.0 74.0 58.0 52.0 61.0 68.0 68.0 78.0 70.0

Procurement (FY18$ Millions) FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 FY27

Total Production
AAS — 60.0 120.0 210.0 420.0 420.0 420.0 280.0 160.0 160.0

Total Upgrade & Support
APS-149 42.0 28.0 30.0 22.0 18.0 12.0 4.0 4.0 2.0 —
AAS 24.0 28.0 32.0 36.0 32.0 44.0 52.0 46.0 40.0 54.0
Total Procurement 66.0 116.0 182.0 268.0 470.0 476.0 476.0 330.0 202.0 214.0
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Production Forecast

User (Platform) Through 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 Total

AN/APS-149(V) LSRS
USN (P-3C) c.7-16 — — — — — — — — — — c.7-16

AN/APS-154(V) Advanced Airborne Sensor (AAS)
USN (P-8A) 2* — 1 2 2 4 4 4 2 — — 21*
Undetermined (P-8) — — — — 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 13
Total AAS 2* — 1 2 3 6 6 6 4 2 2 34*

*Includes 1 SDD radar
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